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Abstract
Severe drug reactions are defined as mucocutaneous complications secondary to systemic administration of drugs likely to be life threatening. Our work was designed to determine the evolutionary epidemiological and etiological characteristics of severe drug reactions to the Department of
Dermatology Venereology, at Donka Teaching Hospital. A prospective descriptive study of all cases
of severe drug reactions received at the Department of Dermatology Venereology of the Donka
Teaching Hospital was conducted over a period of two years, from June 2009 to May 31, 2011. We
identified 22 Stevens-Johnson syndrome, 13 Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis, 1 Stevens-Johnson syndrome Border Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis, 1 Drug Rash with Eosinophilia and Systemic Symptoms
and 2 Acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis among 481 hospitalized patients, of whom 50
had consulted for drug reactions, that is to say, a frequence of 10.40%. The Stevens-Johnson syndrome accounted for 44%, the Stevens-Johnson syndrome Border Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis 2%,
Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis 26%, Drug Rash with Eosinophilia and Systemic Symptoms 2% and
Acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis 4% of drug reaction. The female sex was predominant (28 women vs. 11 men), that is to say 71.59% vs. 26.21 with a sex ratio of 2.55. The average
age of our patients was 29.72 years; the range of ages 21 - 40 years was the most affected (51.28%)
followed by 0 - 20 years (33.33%). The lethality rate was 9.09% (2/22) in the Stevens-Johnson
syndrome and 53.85% (7/13) in the Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis. HIV infection was found in 17.95%
(7/26) of our patients and 71.42% (5/7) of the deceased. The drug accountability was established
in 79.48%; the most commonly implicated drugs in the Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis were sulfonamides followed by ARVs (nevirapine) and anti TB (isoniazid); in the SJS sulfonamides followed by
salts of quinine and anti TB, the only case of DRESS was due to quinine. No drug was found in 20.52%
(8 cases). HIV infection remains a poor prognostic factor. Our study shows the scarcity of Drug
Rash with Eosinophilia and Systemic Symptoms and Acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis
in our service.
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1. Introduction
Drug reactions are the most common adverse drug events reported to the pharmacovigilance centers in France
and in the world: about 20% of notifications of adverse drug events. They complicate 2% - 3% of hospital
treatment and motivate 1% and 5% of consultations in dermatology hospitalizations [1].
Over 90% of these drug reactions are benign. Severe life-threatening forms are very rare (1 in 10,000 to
1,000,000 patients) [2]. They represent 5% - 10% of drug reactions. These forms due to their morbidity and
mortality justify their hospitalization with an estimated vital risk between 2% and 5% in acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis (AGEP), 20% - 25% in Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis (TEN) and the Stevens-Johnson
syndrome (SJS) and 5% - 10% in the Drug Rash with Eosinophilia and Systemic Symptoms (DRESS) [3].
If the setting of REGISCAR in the west allowed to clearly identifying the notifications, in Africa little work
has focused on serious drug reactions outside Lyell syndrome and Stevens-Johnson.
In Togo it has been notified eight cases of SJS/TEN in patients hospitalized in the Intensive Care Dermatology and burnt at the University Hospital Center of Lome observed between 1995 and 2003 [4]. In Senegal it has
been reported in 17 years 50 cases of drug reaction all due to thiacetazone, including 23 cases of TEN (46%), 25
cases of SJS (50%) and two mild cases (4%) [5]. The aim of this work was to determine the frequency of severe
drug reactions in hospitalized patients, describe the sociodemographic characteristics, identify the drug(s) responsable and describe the evolutionary terms of severe drug eruptions.

2. Material and Methods
This was a prospective descriptive study conducted over a period of two years from June 1, 2009 to May 31,
2011. It focused on all patients hospitalized in the service of Dermatology Venereology of Donka National Hospital for a severe drug eruption. For the development of this work we used individual patient records and standardized data collection sheets “REGISCAR” which is the office of the European civil severe skin reactions.
The aim of the study was to reduce the medical and economic burden of severe skin reactions in public health
and improve the safety of drug use. In our work no levy was made because of the weakness of the technical
platform.
Were included in this study all patients hospitalized for severe drug eruption diagnosed clinically and were
excluded patients followed-up for benign forms of drug eruptions (maculopapular rash of 3 cases, 2 cases of
Erythema multiforme major, 2 cases of Drug-induced and 4 unspecified cases of pemphigus) and other dermatological diseases hospitalized in the service during the study period.

3. Results
We conducted a prospective study of two years from June 1, 2009 to May 31, 2011 on severe drug reactions
recorded in the service of Dermatology Venereology of Donka National Hospital.
Thus, out of a total of 481 hospitalized patients we recorded 50 cases of drug reactions with a frequency of
10.40%. These various cases of drug eruptions were divided into 11 cases of benign drug reactions (22%) and
39 cases of severe drug reactions with a frequency of 78% among which 22 cases (44%) of SJS, 13 cases of
toxic epidermal necrolysis (26%), 1 case of border syndrome SJS/TEN 1 case of DRESS and 2 cases of AGEP a
frequency of 4%.
The average age of our patients was 29.72 years, ranging from 5 years to 84 years. Age bracket of 21 - 40
years is the most affected with a frequency of 51.28% followed by 0 - 20 years (33.33%).
A drug origin was formally found in 79.48% of cases (Table 1). HIV serology was requested and performed
in 26 of our patients among which there were 7 cases of HIV seropositivity (17.95%), 19 cases of seronegativity
(48.72%), in 13 patients and HIV serology was not performed due to the shortage of the reagents during this period.
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Table 1. Distribution of 39 cases of severe drug reactions according to causative drugs.
Drugs

Number of Cases

Percentage

Allopurinol

2

5.13

Anti-tuberculosis (Isoniazide)

1

2.56

Griseofulvin

1

2.56

ARV (Nevirapine)

5

12.82

Sulfamids (Cotixmoxazol)

12

30.77

Beta-lactams (Penicillin)

3

7.70

Doxycyclin

1

3.85

Salts of quinine

4

10.26

Paracetamol

2

7.69

8

20.52

39

100

Non identified

*

Total
*

Non identified = the drug in question has not been identified.

The majority of our patients 30/39 (76.92%) have evolved favorably. We recorded nine deaths (23.08%). The
lethality rate was 9.09% (2/22) in the SJS and 53.85% (7/13) in the TEN. The HIV infection was found 77.77%
(7/9) of the deceased.

4. Discussion
Our study focused on patients seen in the Department of Dermatology STD of Donka Teaching Hospital, where
the diagnosis of severe drug eruption (SSJ TEN DRESS, Acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis) was formally made by a dermatologist. Although this service the reference center for the management of severe drug
reactions in the country, our numbers do not necessarily reflect the frequency of these diseases in Guinea, as patients developing these diseases are not routinely transferred or referred to Dermatology. Moreover, given accessibility problems to care centers, both economic and geographical, some patients may escape hospitals, for
some patients with severe disease in Africa are treated outside modern health care structures [5].
With 39 cases diagnosed in two years, our work has confirmed the scarcity of DRESS and AGEP, the high
lethality of Lyell. As in our study all the other series show a clear predominance of SJS over the TEN.
The DRESS syndrome can occur in any individual, regardless of age and gender. In children, it is yet probably underestimated because the diagnosis is difficult. Eleven cases of DRESS syndrome have been reported in
five years in the United States from 1995 to 2000 [6]. For some authors, age would be a factor favoring the occurrence of side effects and they are very important as age increases [7]. In Tunisia in 2010 a study showed 22
cases of AGEP in a retrospective study from 1992 to 2007 [8].
In our study we found a predominance of females (71.79%) versus 28.21% of male, with a sex ratio male/
female equal to 2.55. However in Lome (Togo) a predominance of 9 men (60%) vs. 6 women (40%) with a sex
ratio male/female equal to 1.5 was reported in 1997 [9]. In Senegal a predominance of men over women, be it a
ratio of one woman to four men, was reported in 2001 [10].
In practice the application of imputability criteria particularly that of the French pharmacovigilance helped us
to standardize etiological research and compare the results of different authors. In our study, as with most other
authors [10]-[13], anti-infectious sulfonamides were the most frequently involved drugs. They were followed by
the antiretrovirals and quinine. Indeed, the anti-infectious sulfonamides are known as important providers of
drug eruptions and their predominance in our study is due to their wide use including for treating opportunistic
infections in the HIV infection, malaria, infectious diarrhea and pneumonia. Quinine came in third place unlike
European studies where this place is occupied by some non steroid anti-inflamatory drugs (NSAIDs) and analgesics. The frequency of quinine has not been noted by other African writers, despite the high prevalence of
malaria in Africa and the frequent use of these molecules. Antiretroviral (nevirapine) occupied the second place
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in our study. Nevirapine is known as a major provider of drug eruptions, and several studies have documented
the high incidence of drug reactions induced by nevirapine and their severity [13]-[17]. In opposite, in the series
of Pitche et al. in Togo [11] and Mame Thierno et al. in Senegal [5], antiretroviral drugs have not been found,
which can be due to the fact that in Togo, despite the high prevalence of HIV infection no HIV-infected patients
in this country was on antiretroviral treatment (for economic reasons, the majority of HIV-infected patients did
not yet have access to antiretroviral drugs in Africa) [11]. In contrast to our study and those of European authors,
several sub-Saharan African authors [5] [10] [16] reported a high incidence of anti TB drugs in the development
of SJS/TEN. The frequency of tuberculosis reflects the prevalence of anti TB drugs in these countries such as
Guinea. In most of these studies with the exception of Togolese one, these drug reactions were attributable to
thiacetazone. In addition, unlike the European and Asian studies [12] [13] [17] [18], drugs against gout, such as
allopurinol, were not found in African studies except ours where this molecule was found in 3 cases, probably
due to its low use by people in Africa [19]. Furthermore, no infectious cause was found in our patients because
of the non-realization of mycoplasma serology, PCR and blood culture.
The lethality rate in the SJS in our series is nearly the same as that reported by most studies.
Indeed, if the SJS has a certain gravity related to the importance of general signs and achievement of the
mouth, head discomfort with food and dehydration factor, however it is subject to a low mortality which varies
little according to series:
• 9.09% (2 deaths/22 cases) in Guinea;
• 7% (2/27) in Togo [10];
• 0.6% (2/315) in Germany [12];
• 5% in France [11];
• 5% (1/22) in Malaysia [16].
The major problem remains the sequelae, which are common and can involve the functional prognosis and seriously affect the quality of life. The lethality rate in the TEN observed in our study is higher than that reported
in studies of the North, which is usually running around 22% [19]. Characteristic fact noted in African studies,
patients who died during the TEN, both Senegal and Togo as well as in our study were predominantly HIV infected 17.95% in Guinea, 80% in Senegal [5] 100% in Togo. These data, although they are limited by methodological bias, suggest that opportunistic infections induced by immunosuppression due to HIV are a poor prognostic factor in the TEN. A French study has identified seven prognostic factors in the SJS/TEN, originally a
severity score, the SCORTEN, which predicts the evolution of TEN [19] [20]. There was not HIV-related immunosuppression among these prognostic factors.
The only case of DRESS found in our study had evolved favorably and without sequelae. It is noted that although the immediate outcome is usually favorable, relapse is common despite the drug eviction and corticosteroids. Evolution is fatal in about 10% of cases due to fulminant hepatitis, myocarditis or acute renal failure [21].

5. Conclusion
This study confirms the predominance of SJS over the TEN among drug reaction and the high lethality of Lyell
as well as the scarcity of DRESS and AGEP in our service. Anti-infectious sulfonamides were the most frequently
involved drugs, followed by the antiretrovirals and quinine. HIV infection remains a poor prognostic factor.
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